1. Reference your WHIG 2446 and Mission 7158 experience that highlights the desirability of an analog recorder to assist in de-interleaving the digital product of Program 779. In response to our recent request the contractor has proposed a narrow band analog recorder installation in Mission 7160 payload as follows:
   A. A two-track leach recorder with a four to one (25 KC to 100 KC) read-in/read-out ratio, providing 24 minutes read-in capacity. Payload accept pulses would be stretched and fed to one track; the three-level RZ data word would be fed to the second track.
   B. Modification of payload circuitry to effect pulse stretching.
   C. Two additional VHF transmitters to handle the two recorder tracks, an additional diplexer, and an additional antenna.
   D. A new vehicle "J"-box to control and monitor the recorder.

2. The estimated impact of the change on the 7160 launch date is approximately six weeks or launch by 1 Feb 1966. Involved is:
   A. Design, breadboarding, fabrication and qualification of the J-box.
   B. Design, installation of payload circuitry.
   C. Installation design for all hardware.
   D. Mockup of vehicle installation and wiring.
   E. Procurement of transmitters, diplexer, and antenna with a lead time of six weeks.

3. Because of the difference between the leach capacity of 24 minutes and the payload-on time, which can be 60 minutes or more between some read-out passes, we could retrieve leach recordings to correlate with only about 60 percent of the total digital payload output. It is our understanding that such correlation must at present be done manually by the processor and that the correlation effort for Mission 7158 has barely begun.

4. We will continue to scrub down the engineering, tests, and projected schedule impacts associated with the change. I am convinced that we should add the recorder on Mission 7160 if it can be done without serious slippage of this flight (say beyond 1 Feb) or impact upon the first multi-group flight.

5. Request your comments.
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